The international solidarity
The international solidarity helps some provinces to cover their needs.
Two thirds of the countries where Faith and Light is registered are
politically, economically in real difficulty.

Letter from Myrna from Syria
“In Aleppo, we live each day waiting with hope that the next will be better.
We don’t know what is happening. we still receive missile, bombs, and we
hear many voices of different weapons. Each day we hear about new martyrs.
But we still going to our jobs, visiting each others, traveling to some other
cities .each week we say goodbye to friends , relatives , neighbors , people
bear all kind of dangers to reach Europe . Still no sign of peace… but we still
hear , see and witness some lights among our days . I can share with you some
of it.(…)
Me with other friend visited Serjio (my friend in faith & light ) to celebrate his
birthday he was so happy to see us , very very simple party , small cake and
cup of coffee only few people, we chatted, laughed, sang, remembered our
stories together, good & sad moments and as always Serjio called us for
prayer . For me it was spotlight, celebrating life among death, meeting friends
among the division, and living moment of peace among war, living inner
moment of peace among the chaos… Pease pray for people of Syria, for
peace, and for me.

It is a missionary call to make Faith and Light's missions known.
How, and in what spirit ? Firmly believe that, as the history of Faith and
Light has shown since its foundation, the Lord has always provided what is
necessary if we do our best to trust Him and to roll up our sleeves.
Therefore, all communities are called to organize an "Announcing and
Sharing Day " to introduce Faith and Light and appeal to the generosity
of people outside of the movement by submitting a specific project.
Quarterly in "Up Sails", a page is dedicated to the international solidarity.
You will find projects you can support and a summary of the donations
destinations.

